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Abstract 
There are many successful applications of Backpropagation (BP) for training multilayer neural 
networks. However, they have many shortcomings. Learning often takes insupportable time to 
converge, and it may fall into local minima at all. One of the possible remedies to escape from 
local minima is using a very small learning rate, but this will slow the learning process. The pro-
posed algorithm is presented for the training of multilayer neural networks with very small learn-
ing rate, especially when using large training set size. It can apply in a generic manner for any 
network size that uses a backpropgation algorithm through optical time. This paper studies the 
performance of the Optical Backpropagation algorithm OBP (Otair & Salameh, 2004a, 2004b. 
2005) on training a neural network for online handwritten character recognition in comparison 
with backpropagation BP. 

Keywords: Neural Networks (NN), Backpropagation (BP), Optical backprpoagation (OBP), 
Online Handwritten Character Recognition. 

Introduction 
Pattern recognition applications, especially handwritten character recognition, is one of the most 
widely used applications of Backpropagation Neural Networks (BPNN). However, the problems 
of slow training process, choosing suitable values for the parameters and escaping from local 
minima remain a major problem that face the developers when using BPNN. 

In recent years, a pen-based computer has become popular as an input device. Since online hand-
written character recognition systems are the preferred input methods, there are many online 
character recognition methods that have been introduced (Bishop, 1995; Okamoto, & Yamamoto, 
1999; Plamondon, Lopresti, Schomaker, & Shrihari, R., 1999; Tappert, Suen, & Wakahara, 1990; 
Wakahara, Murase, & Odaka, 1992). 

In this paper, two neural networks are developed and trained to recognize handwritten characters. 
Two algorithms are used, classical 
Backpropagation (BP) and Optical 
Backpropagation (OBP), which ap-
plies a non-linear function on the error 
from each output unit before applying 
the backpropagation phase. The OBP 
aims to speed up the training process 
and escape from local minima. A 
comparison is made between results 
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obtained from each algorithm. Several architectures are used with different learning rate values 
(Callan, 1999). 

The paper is divided into four sections. In section 2, the proposed algorithm is presented. In sec-
tion 3, an overall description of the developed system is given. In section 4, a comparative study 
between the OBP and BP is given. Results and conclusions are given after section 4. 

Optical Backpropagation (OBP) 
The backpropagation algorithm (as described in Appendix-A and its notations described in Ap-
pendix-B) encounters the following difficulty. When the actual value )( pk
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makes the error signal very small. This implies that an output unit can be maximally wrong with-
out producing a strong error signal with which the coupling strengths could be significantly ad-
justed. This retards the search for a minimum in the error. For instance, this occurs when some of 
the output units are pushed towards the wrong extreme value by competition in the network, 
thereby not increasing their error signal but instead decreasing it. 

The proposed algorithms focus on this delay of the convergence is caused by the derivative of the 
activation function. Unfortunately, any saturating response function is bound to have this prop-
erty: near the saturation points the derivative vanishes. This proposed algorithm shows, however, 
that a slightly modified error signal function of the backpropagation algorithm resolves this short-
coming and indeed greatly accelerates the convergence to a solution. This applies not only to the 
initial approach of the desired values, but also to the final convergence process when the response 
is already nears the target vector. 

In this section, the adjustment of the new algorithm OBP will be described at which it would im-
prove the performance of the BP algorithm. The convergence speed of the training process can be 
improved significantly by OBP through maximizing the error signal, which will be transmitted 
backward from the output layer to each unit in the intermediate layer. 

In BP, the error at a single output unit is defined as: 

)pkonet(kof)pkOpkY(pko ′•−=δ            (2.1) 

Where the subscript “P” refers to the pth training vector, and “K” refers to the kth output unit. In 
this case, Ypk is the desired output value, and Opk is the actual output from kth unit, then δo

pk will 
propagate backward to update the output-layer weights and the hidden-layer weights. 

While the error at a single output unit in adjusted OBP (Otair, & Salameh, 2004a, 2004b, 2005) 
will be as: 
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An OBP uses two forms of Newδ˚pk, because the exp function always returns zero or positive val-
ues, while adapts operation for many output units need to decrease the actual outputs rather than 
increasing it. The Newδ˚pk will propagate backward to update the output-layer weights and the 
hidden-layer weights. This Newδ˚pk will minimize the errors of each output unit more quickly 
than the old δo

pk, and the weights on certain units change very large from their starting values. 
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Notice that the equations in step 6, 7, 8, 9 change, but all other equations and steps will be as out-
lined in Appendix-A remain unchanged 

The steps of an OBP: 
1. Apply the input example to the input units. 

2. Calculate the net-input values to the hidden layer units. 

3. Calculate the outputs from the hidden layer. 

4. Calculate the net-input values to the output layer units. 

5. Calculate the outputs from the output units. 

6. Calculate the error term for the output units, using the Newδ˚pk (using equations (2.2a) 
(2.2b).) instead of δ˚pk. 

7. Calculate the error term for the hidden units, through applying Newδ˚pk, also. 
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8. Update weights on the output layer. 

)()()1( pjipkNewtkjWtkjW ooo ••+=+ δη                                 (2.4)   

9. Update weights on the hidden layer. 

)()()1( iXpjhNewtjihWtjihW ••+=+ δη                                (2.5) 

10. Repeat steps from step 1 to step 9 until the error (Ypk – Opk) is acceptably small for each 
training vector pairs. 

The proposed algorithm as classical BP is stopped when the squares of the differences between 
the actual and target values summed over the output units and all patterns are acceptably small. 

Methodology 
To study the performance of the OBP and BP, the neural networks are applied on handwritten 
English character recognition. Binary images of the characters are represented with bipolar values 
(-1, 1), and given to the input layer. As shown in Figure 1, two types of images are used in the 
training set an 8X6 binary image for the first NN and 12X8 for the second NN. 

Experimental Parameters 
Two three-layered neural networks are implemented, each with different architecture and learning 
parameters. Figure 1 shows the training set for each neural network. Although there exist numer-
ous variants of the classical Backpropagation training algorithm (Rumelhart, Hinton, & Williams, 
1986; Rumelhart, Durbin, Golden, & Chauvin, 1992), the comparison is made only between clas-
sical Backpropagation BP and Optical Backpropagation OBP. 
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(a) The training set for the 48x8x4 neural Network  

 

     

     

(b) The training set for the 96x16x4 Network 

Figure 1: Training Set for Each Neural Network 

The experiments were made on recognizing characters from (A- J). Characters are represented as 
N-vector which given to the input layer of each neural network. As shown in Figure 1 the number 
of pixels (number of units in input layer) of the first neural network is 48 (8x6 matrix), while 96 
(12x8 matrix) for the second neural network. Black pixels are represented by 1’s and white pixel 
by –1’s (i.e. Bipolar input values were used). The activation function, which is used by each unit 
in the network, is the sigmoid function.  

Binary vectors of size 4 represent the output values. As shown in Table 1, character A is repre-
sented with zero, while J is represented with 9. 

As shown in Table 1, each character image is mapped to its cor-
responding binary code. To train the network for larger set of 
characters a large output vector can be used. 

The size of the hidden layer for the first network is 8 producing 
48x8x4 network while the second network has 16 in its hidden 
layer (therefore, 96x16x4 architecture).  

Small values for the learning rates were used to avoid local min-
ima, the value ranges from 0.1 to 0.4. In addition, several sets with different random initial 
weights between –0.5 to +0.5 were used in each training process with various values for the 
learning rate. The training processes were terminated when the MSE (Mean Square Error) is less 
than or equal to 0.0001. 

Table 1: Desired output for 
each character 

Binary Code 
0 0 0 0 A 
0 0 0 1 B 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 

. 
1 0 0 1 J 
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Comparative Study 

Training Processes for the 48x8x4 Neural Network 
Table 2 shows training summary for the 48x8x4 neural network using the OBP and BP with dif-
ferent values of the learning rate  

Table 2: Number of epochs for the 48x8x4 NN 

As shown in Table 2, the decrease in the number of epochs 
required (in OBP) to achieve a MSE less than or equal to 
0.0001 is noticeable.  

 

 

 

Training Processes for the 96x16x4 Neural Network 
Table 3 shows the training summary for the 96x16x4 neural network.  

Table 3: Number of epochs for 96x16x4 epochs 

Learning 
Rate OBP BP 
0.1 83 4702 
0.2 24 2479 
0.3 28 1744 
0.4 57 1191 

Comparing the Training Process for the 48 x 8 x 4 Neural  
Networks with a Learning Rate =0.1 
Table 4 show the convergence of error in training the 48x8x4 neural network with a learning 
rate=0.1. Using the BP the MSE was 0.00706 after 998 epochs while OBP only needed 75 ep-
ochs.  

Table 4: Decrease in MSE for the 48x8x4 network using learning rate =0.1. 

OBP BP 
Epoch MSE Epoch MSE 

1 1.00705 1 0.95052 
25 0.42370 64 0.42399 
50 0.04571 259 0.04579 
75 0.00706 998 0.00706 

 

Learning 
Rate OBP BP 
0.1 359 53188 
0.2 226 32222 
0.3 213 18063 
0.4 155 13354 

Part One
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100 0.00267 2302 0.00268 
125 0.00139 4203 0.00139 
150 0.00084 6714 0.00084 
175 0.00056 9852 0.00056 
200 0.00040 13636 0.00040 
225 0.00030 18056 0.00030 
250 0.00023 23177 0.00023 
275 0.00019 28893 0.00019 
300 0.00015 35222 0.00015 
325 0.00013 42357 0.00013 
350 0.00011 50218 0.00011 
359 0.00010 53188 0.00010 

 

Figure 2 shows the MSE convergence using the OBP and BP, which represent the part one of ta-
ble 4. 
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Figure 2: (a) Decrease in MSE using the OBP to achieve MSE=0.00706. (b) Decrease in MSE 
using the BP to achieve MSE=0.00706. 

In addition, Figure 3 shows the results obtained if training is completed to reach an error rate less 
than or equal to 0.0001 for the neural network as shown in part two of table 3. 

Part Two
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Figure 3: (a) Decrease in MSE using the OBP from 0.00706 to 0.0001. (b) Decrease in MSE us-
ing OBP from 0.00706 to 0.0001. 

Conclusions  
This paper aims to apply the proposed OBP on one of the Backpropagation neural network appli-
cations, which is handwritten character recognition. To obtain fair and independent results, two 
different architectures were used each with various values for the learning rate.  

The experimental results show that using the OBP can speed up convergence of the training proc-
ess. Although small values for the learning rate were used, the OBP was able to train the neural 
network with much fewer numbers of epochs in compare with the classical BP. 

Future Work  
Future work will study the effect of using the momentum and adaptive learning rate on the per-
formance of the proposed OBP algorithm. 

Appendix-A 
Freeman and Skapura’s book (1992) describes the procedure of training feedforward neural net-
works using the backpropagation algorithm. The detailed formulas are described as follows: 

Assume there are m input units, n hidden units, and p output units. 

1. Apply the input vector, Xp=(Xp1 , Xp2 , Xp3 ,….. , XpN )t to the input units . 
2. Calculate the net- input values to the hidden layer units: 

)
1

( ∑
=

•=
N

i piXjihWpjhnet                                      (A.1) 

3. Calculate the outputs from the hidden layer: 
)( pjhnetjhfpji =                     (A.2)     

4. Move to the output layer. Calculate the net-input values to each unit: 

)
L

1j pjikjW(pknet Oo
∑
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•=                     (A.3) 

5. Calculate the outputs: 
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)( pkonetjofpkO =                           (A.4)    

6. Calculate the error terms for the output units: 
)pkonet(kof)pkOpkY(pko ′•−=δ             (A.5) 

,Where  ))pkonet(kof1()pkonet(kof)pkonet(kof −•=′                  (A.6) 

7. Calculate the error terms for the hidden units 
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Notice that the error terms on the hidden units are calculated before the connection 
weights to the output-layer units have been updated. 

8. Update weights on the output layer 
)pjipk()t(kjW)1t(kjW ooo ••+=+ δη          (A.8) 

9. Update weights on the Hidden layer 
)()()1( iXpjhtjihWtjihW ••+=+ δη         (A.9)      

Appendix B 
Notations 
The notation described below were used throughout section Appendix-A and section 2 

piX          net input to the ith input unit 

pjhnet      net input to the jth hidden unit 

jihW       weight on the connection from the ith input unit to jth hidden unit . 

pji
            

net input to the jth hidden unit 

pknet o  net input to the kth output unit 

kjWO

    weight on the connection from the jth hidden unit to kth output unit . 

pkO        actual output for the kth output unit . 

pkY        desired output for the kth output unit . 

f         (Sigmoid) activation function 

f ′          derivative of activation function 

pkoδ      signal error term for the kth output unit. 

pj
hδ        signal error term for the jth hidden unit. 

η          learning rate 
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